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PNOT-P100  

Curtain Fixing Bottom  

 

 

 

Please be informed that The GSI Asia Group is offering a new accessory, 07503391-C Curtain Fixing Bottom 

Attach to Concrete Wall (3 meter) / 07503391-S Curtain Fixing Bottom Attach to Steel Sheet (3 meter), effective 

immediately. 

 

This product needs to attach to the wall where the curtain will be installed and hence it is having 2 types of 

screws as to suit the different type of wall mounting. User has to ensure where the product will be attached to 

and select accordingly. The product length is 3 meters per section and it follows the total length of curtain as to 

hold the bottom side of the curtain in system. Please refer below BOM list for the details. 

 

07503391-C Curtain Fixing Bottom Attach to Concrete Wall (3 meter) 

07503392 CURTAIN FIXING BOTTOM ALU U CHANNEL 1 EA 

07503393 CURTAIN FIXING SPRING 2 EA 

S-P349 UNIVERSAL ANCHOR M6x30 7 EA 

S-P375 SCREW PAN HD S.T.S. M4x25 7 EA 

 

07503391-S Curtain Fixing Bottom Attach to Steel Sheet (3 meter) 

07503392 CURTAIN FIXING BOTTOM ALU U CHANNEL 1 EA 

07503393 CURTAIN FIXING SPRING 2 EA 

HTS-DS520PHR SELF DRILLING PANHEAD SCREW M5x20 7 EA 

 

For concrete wall, pre-drill the require holes on the wall and U channel and place the wall plugs into the wall 

holes. Fasten the casing to the wall and it is ready for curtain fixing. For steel sheet, make sure the steel sheet 

thickness does not exceed 1.2mm and drill through the U channel together with the steel sheet and it is ready 

for curtain fixing. 
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For curtain fixing method, place the curtain onto the U channel and press in the fixing spring nicely. At the center 

of the U channel, join the fixing spring with the opposite direction as shown in the photo below to complete a 

section. 

 

 

 

By using this product, there will be no drilling through the curtain. Just press in or pull out the fixing spring and 

the curtain is ready to be dismantle. This can help to ease on the process of curtain changing as well as extend 

the life span of the curtain due to less damage cause to the curtain. 

 

Please contact your Cumberland representative if you have any query regarding this product. 

 

Best Regards, 

KS Loh 

8 February 2013 


